REDEFINE DATA COLLECTION
iFormBuilder is more than a simple form building solution. It’s designed with
end-to-end functionality to allow users to create robust business applications
that allow for simple, targeted, efficient data collection.

Database Options

Advanced Form Building

Good data is valuable. Having
it the right hands as quickly as
possible is critical. iFormBuilder
features multiple database
options — including a dedicated,
separate database — to safely
maintain the data your team
needs for success.

Featuring over 27 element types,
powerful smart logic and enhanced
features like smart table search,
iFormBuilder users can go far
beyond simple forms toward
purposeful, business applications.

GPS + Location Information

Industry-Leading Security

Each individual record collected
using iFormBuilder contains
metadata including time and date
stamps, user information, latitude,
longitude, altitude, speed and
compass direction. This increases
the accuracy of each record and
decreases the need to collect
these data points manually.

With a jail-break-safe native client,
data encryption and optional
dedicated database, iFormBuilder
is the safest mobile data collection
solution on the market. Projects
that must maintain compliance
with HIPAA, FISMA, ISO 9001 and
other standards regularly choose
the solution for this reason.

Powerful API

On- and Off-the-Grid Functionality
No wireless signal? No problem.
A lack of a connection doesn’t
have to be a holdup. iFormBuilder
allows data to be saved securely on
a mobile device until a connection
and data sync become available.
Collect data securely and efficiently,
anytime, anywhere.

Using iFormBuilder’s API,
enterprise customers can
redefine the way data flows
through their organizations.
This allows for unlimited
options and a high level
of functionality.
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HARNESS THE POWER OF GOOD
DATA FROM BEGINNING TO END

Asset Inspections
From initial — customized — form creation, to field inspections to final reporting,
iFormBuilder allows field inspectors to streamline processes, decrease duplicate
manual entries and efforts, collect GIS and other metadata automatically and
work on or off the grid, increasing both accuracy and efficiency.
Organizations utilize iFormBuilder for inspections ranging from manhole
covers and substations to fleets and medical facility equipment and sanitation
inspections. Process improvement starts with better inspections.

Work Tracking
Understanding how your team spends their time, and decreasing the time spent
on unnecessary tasks allows you to achieve better outcomes. Using iFormBuilder
and Zerion’s suite of other solutions, work orders can be created with little to
no effort while remediation and other resulting efforts are tracked in real time.
Proactive actions are more possible than ever before.

Real-Time Monitoring and Reporting
Delays are unacceptable and costly, decreasing an organization’s ability to be as
efficient as possible or to avoid preventative action that could minimize future risks.
When data is collected using iFormBuilder, then sent through customized
automated workflows, the need for manual data entry, sorting and analyzing
is removed, allowing for real-time reports that allow rapid, accurate action.
How could your decision-making process improve with real-time data?

Industry-Specific Compliance
Reporting is frequently complicated by compliance with governmental and
other regulatory agencies in many industries. Whether OSHA, HIPAA or other
regulations apply to your specific industry, iFormBuilder is designed to provide
safe, compliant database options along with customized reporting functions to
eliminate necessary manual data tracking and report compilation. What could
your time focus on if compliance was no longer a concern?
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